Information
Systems
Development
Framework
Transforming our
information systems
and technology

Inspiring our
digital future
The University of Strathclyde
is a leading international
technological university.
In support of this position
we are transforming our
information systems, services
and capabilities to create a digital
campus, which will deliver next
generation technology capabilities
to all of our users.
Strathclyde’s Information Systems Development
Framework is our strategy for delivering the step
change needed in our information systems and
technology. The result will be state-of-the-art
facilities, providing users with access to all of
the information they need, when they need it
and in any location.
This brochure illustrates how the Information
Systems Development Framework will
enable and support the University’s core
and visionary goals for research, knowledge
exchange, teaching and the student experience,
international activities and operational
management.

Professor Sir Jim McDonald
Principal and Vice-Chancellor

Tactical
Delivering the services and tools our students and staff
require. Everyone who interacts with the University has
a reliable and secure technology environment.

Strategic
Recognising new potential and opportunities for our
students, researchers and academics. Working with
colleagues to define and deliver longer term goals.

Visionary
Driving the next generation of teaching and learning,
research and knowledge exchange opportunities.
Working with global business and technology strategists
to ensure Strathclyde is at the forefront of innovation.

At Strathclyde, we place technology
at the heart of our vision. Our aim is to
build on our existing strong foundations
to allow us to innovate and deliver new
technology-supported services.
Continually evaluating new capabilities
(visionary) will allow us to deliver new
services (strategic), that will become the
technology norm (tactical).
The result will be a truly encompassing,
responsive, transparent and effective
technology service.

Strategy for
transformation

Infrastructure to support growth
Providing a technical infrastructure which has high
performance, is scalable and robust, and delivers
a platform to support the institution’s immediate
and future business needs.

Collaboration
Providing tools, services and capabilities allowing
our users to collaborate however they require and
supporting partnership working globally.

Security
Providing a secure and trusted environment for all
our users through continual evolution of security.
As technology continues to change, so will our
detection, protection and security capabilities.

Information & learning resources
Providing learning resources which support
teaching, learning, and research, in turn,
providing new technologies which embrace
and underpin new ways of teaching and learning.
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Unified communications
Providing a campus-wide unified communications
environment – bringing audio and video together
for all aspects of teaching and learning. Creating
a unified communications driven teaching facility
for global education content delivery.

End user computing
Providing adaptable state-of-the-art computing
facilities, allowing our staff and students to use
any device they wish.

Web presence
Providing a
world-class
web experience,
ensuring this
is the first place
individuals look
for services and
information
they need.

Applications & management information
Providing applications and management
information through innovative ways of access
and use, regardless of location, time, and device.
Ensuring accurate and timely management
information through comprehensive master
data management.

Supporting research & knowledge exchange
Providing leading-edge technology in support
of all research and knowledge exchange activities,
through our Technology and Innovation Centre,
and via our high performance computing facilities.

Research

“I want technology that will
optimise collaboration with
my academic and industrial
partners nationally and
internationally.”

Strathclyde’s world-class
research is driving new
ideas and solutions in
our key market sectors
of manufacturing, health,
future cities and energy.
The University’s research
will be supported through
the use of technology to
facilitate internal and
external communication,
data sharing and
collaboration.

“I want technology that will
optimise collaboration with
my academic and industrial
partners nationally and
internationally.”

Through developments
such as the Technology and
Innovation Centre and our
high performance computing
facilities, we will provide
world-class technology tools
to help drive leading edge
research and innovation.

We will provide our
researchers with excellent
facilities and infrastructure
to attract and then support
collaboration with the best
research and business
partners.
High performance computing
facilities will provide next
generation computing
resources. We will meet
our researchers’ needs for
improved security, more
storage capacity, better
curation and management of
data, and improved ways of
promoting research results.

Knowledge
Exchange

“I want to access tools
which allow me to find and
share knowledge easily –
whenever, wherever and
however I need.”

Strathclyde has a clear focus
on business and industrial
needs. Our knowledge
exchange strategy is
focused on growing our
licensing, consultancy and
CPD activity, facilitating
commercialisation, and
increasing general and
widespread knowledge
exchange engagement.

“I want to access tools
which allow me to find and
share knowledge easily –
whenever, wherever and
however I need.”

Our enhanced information
systems and technology
will support the University’s
continuously expanding
connectivity with business
and industry.

We will provide state-of-the-art
facilities to meet the technology needs
of Strathclyde’s landmark new facility
the Technology and Innovation Centre,
and our existing research centres,
focused on power generation to health
technologies, and a range of other
collaborative ventures which help
a spectrum of additional organisations
innovate and develop.

“I want to learn when
I want, how I want and
where I want – using
my own devices.”

Teaching & Student
Experience

The explosion in on-demand
and consumer-led innovation
has changed student
expectations when it comes
to using technology in
relation to their learning
and research.

“I want to learn when
I want, how I want and
where I want – using
my own devices.”

We will provide the best
technology resources for
our students and staff and
deliver an outstanding
and distinctive experience
for all, by looking at IT as
an integral part of teaching,
learning and research.

Implementing new technology
enables us to provide our academics
and students with the tools and
facilities they need to support their
teaching, learning and research in
any location. We will support the
growing use of digital resources,
interactivity, collaborative learning
tools and social media.
Through providing tailored support
and investment in the learning and
teaching environment, we will help
produce skilled and successful
graduates.

International

“I want to feel connected
and supported by my
family and friends
during my studies.”

Strathclyde is an
international university
with more than 200
collaborative agreements
in place with institutions
in more than 50 countries.
We want to expand on this
to deliver a truly global
teaching, learning and
research service to all
of our users.

Our international initiatives
will require new and
enhanced information
systems and services.
This will include better
tools to enable collaboration
with international partners,
through more effective
knowledge sharing.
We will support our
international and overseas
students with the IT
infrastructure they need
for accessing University
systems and resources from
any location, and for staying
in touch with family and
friends back home.

“I want to feel connected
and supported by my
family and friends
during my studies.”

As technology improves,
our ability to support
international collaboration
grows. In the future,
technology will allow
us to provide access to
the University 24/7 from
anywhere around the world.
This flexibility will allow
greater collaboration and
freedom to study when
and wherever needed.

“I want quick and easy
access to all the systems
and data I need so I can
support the University
in all its activities.”

Operational
Excellence

Our aims are to optimise
our operations through
effective staff, a supportive
environment, and high
quality infrastructure
– providing value for
money and realising
the benefits from our
organisational values.

“I want quick and easy
access to all the systems
and data I need so I can
support the University
in all its activities.”

Strathclyde’s information systems,
services and capabilities will
change significantly in coming years.
Our management and administrative
teams will benefit from the
enhancement and improved
integration of our major systems,
as well as better connected
systems and business processes.
More authoritative data sources
will provide accurate, trusted and
timely management information,
and we will provide more self-service
facilities for our users, and
standardised systems and services.

Key improvements to our
operational efficiency and
effectiveness in coming years
will stem from implementing
our estates and information
systems strategies and
improving our business
processes to better support
our students and staff.

Implementing the
Information Systems
Development
Framework
The Information Systems Development
Framework is our strategy to deliver
the benefits we have described for
the University’s research, knowledge
exchange, teaching and the student
experience, international activities
and operational management.
Robust governance of all our IT change is
being provided through the University’s
Information Strategy Committee, and
its sub-committees, which report to the
Executive Team and Court. Through this,
we will ensure that investment is properly
targeted and aligned with our institutional
strategy, that cost-effective solutions are
implemented, that we respond sooner to
changing institutional needs, and that we
maximise value for money.
The University’s Information Services
Directorate is implementing the strategy
through a range of programmes and
projects. We have appointed Capita as
our strategic technology partner to help us
implement our planned technology change
over the next five years. Capita and an
array of additional external partners will
bring new ideas and innovations to benefit
the University.
Our approach to the delivery of all of our
technology services will be to identify, test
and select the most appropriate means by
which to deliver the best quality of service,
balanced with value for money.

Improved
connectedness
with research
and business
partners

2013

Governance
in place

Major system
change projects
underway

Information
Systems Strategy
finalised

More
customisable
/flexible use
of systems

First phase
of corporate
management
information
completed

2014

Improved and
tailored security

Better
management
information

Improved
student
experience

More
collaboration
tools

Uniform
support for
any device

24/7
connectivity

Strategic technology
partner appointed

Our
transformational
journey

Catering
system
replaced

Currently planned and
potential developments
with indicative timescales.

KE Information
Management
systems in place

Student information
management system
completed

HR system
replaced
Website
transformation
completed

Excellent
technological
capability and
service

Neptune
improvement
completed
Estates
system
replaced

2017

PG Research Student
Funding Information
system completed

Student Exchange
Management
system in place
Increased
storage
capacity
available

A leading
international
technological
university

Online Recruitment
system in place

2015

Improved
identity
and access
management

New library
system
underway

Research Data
Management &
Sharing Project
in place

Shibboleth
upgrade

More visionary
aspects of
strategy begin
to be adopted

Finance
system
replaced

2016
Printer
infrastructure
replaced

Estates
system
replacement
underway

Intelligent
buildings
project
completed

Improved
communications
infrastructure
in place

CRM for
business
developed

Conclusion

More information

Our transformational journey is in progress with
implementation already initiated. Our tactical
programme of work to deliver the ambition
of the Information Systems Development
Framework is underway. This is the foundation
block of our technology capabilities and will
support our strategic aims by ensuring that we
implement changes which support our longer
term visionary goals.

For regular updates and opportunities
to contribute and feedback please visit:
www.strath.ac.uk/is/developmentframework
or email:
info-services@strath.ac.uk

During the development of our strategy we
asked many questions of ourselves and our
users to understand what is needed to support
the University’s vision and strategic objectives.
Our strategy reflects these goals and sets out
a challenging and ambitious few years for the
implementation and use of technology
at Strathclyde.
These changes will take time, but in due course
they will provide a platform upon which we can
deliver world-class teaching, attract the best and
brightest students, innovate new capabilities
and technologies through our research facilities
and, ultimately, deliver a level of technological
proficiency and service, which is recognised
across the globe for its excellence.

The University of Strathclyde is a charitable body,
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